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Students prepare to choose: Obama vs. McCain
By Stephanie Trask
Winonan

the abortion debate to climate
control.
Concerning energy, according
With only six days until to McCain's website, he plans
election day, Winona State on continuing oil exploration
University students
in the U.S. to
must be prepared to
depend less on
make a choice to which
foreign oil. He
president they will be
- also wants to
casting their ballot for.
give tax credits
Will it be Sen. John
to people who
McCain, Republican
use cars that
from Arizona, or
reduce carbon
Sen. Barack Obama,
emissions.
Democrat from
McCain would
Illinois?
Obama
also commit to
The two vary on
giving $2 billion
multiple issues that students annually to advancing clean
are most concerned about, from coal technologies. He hopes

to have 45 new nuclear power
plants built by 2030.
Obama's
energy
plan,
according to his website, is to
create five million new jobs
by investing $150 billion over
the next 10 years to jumpstart
efforts to build a clean future.
He wants to put $1 million into
hybrid cars that can get up to
150 miles per gallon on the
road by 2015.
A
wide
cap-and-trade
program to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 80 percent
by the year 2050 would be
implemented should Obama
take office.
Claudia
Cappiello,
the

executive director of the
College Republicans at Winona
State, said that McCain has the
ideas on what students can do
to lower their
financial burden.
Among these
ideas, McCain's
plan for a more
successful higher
education would
be to simplify
the process of
applying for
financial aid so McCain
more people can
receive it. He also would keep
student loans at a reasonable
rate, should the economy keep

spiraling downward.
"He looks to the future by
anticipating the problems ahead
of time and acknowledges
that there could be a
problem," Cappiello
said.
On the other side,
College Democrats
president Ian Galchutt
said Obama's plans
to expand higher
education is by

See PRESIDENT, page 3

Looking at it locally: media
coverage in Winona
By Courtney Zinter
Winonan

Photo by Katherine Chickey/Wmonan
Winona Daily News editor Darrell Ehrtick discusses Local election coverage and endorsing
candidates. at a forum last Wednesday in the Student Activities Center.

Students gather
to support their
candidates

Phone: 507-457-5119

Be an educated voter

With the election quickly
approaching, political stories
dominate the media with the
aim of informing voters before
they hit the polls.
Last
the
Wednesday,
American Democracy Project
hosted a panel discussion on
local election coverage. The
panel discussed the ins and outs
of covering elections.
The
panelists
consisted
of a newspaper publisher, a
newspaper editor, two news
anchors and a radio program

director.
During their discussion, these
panelists shared their ideas on
equal coverage of candidates in
different mediums of news.
Mark McPherson, anchor
at WKBT-TV, said his news
station tries to .give equal time
to candidates, but can't always
do it.
It's more difficult to cover
both sides when a candidate
is in town or does something
important, he said.
Though most panelists agreed
with giving equal time, Bob

See MEDIA, page 3

Trick or treat
with warm feet

www.winona.edu/winonan
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Coleman and Franken battle for
better higher education plan
By Amanda Rehrauer
In the race to represent
Minnesota in the United States
Senate, Republican incumbent
Norm Coleman and Democratic
nominee Al Franken hold
distinct views on various
educational topics affecting
college students.
Coleman, one of Minnesota's
senators since 2003, has
supported making college
tuition loans available to
students who need it. He also
supported several acts to help
reduce the interest rates on
those loans.
Apart from reducing the
• cost of loans, Coleman has
worked to reduce the cost of
textbooks with the College
Textbook Affordability Act of
2007. If passed, this act would
help bridge the gap between
the difference in the prices of
books at regular book stores
and college book stores.
Coleman has successfully
increased the amount of money
students receive when awarded
a Pell Grant with the Higher
Education Reauthorization bill
passed in July 2008. These
grants are given to low-income
undergraduate students and

the amount awarded will be are carrying more debt. The tax
raised from $4,050 to $8,000 credit will provide up to $5,000
by 2014.
per student per year for up to
He also supports students four years of post-secondary
studying abroad and introduced education.
an act which will "encourage
This tax credit will be
one • million American available to the taxpayer, spouse,
undergraduate students per or dependents. It works for any
year to study abroad in the next post-secondary education and
10 years" by having schools can be used for up to four years
expand opportunities and their for each student.
list of destinations that students
"My tuition tax cut will bring
can travel to.
college within reach for 10
"The
Study
Abroad million students nationwide.
Foundation Act will make And it will take a step towards
schools compete to break restoring America's middledown the barriers that hold class promise: that hard work
many students back from can bring prosperity to your
studying abroad—in terms of family," Franken said.
coursework toward a student's
Like Coleman, Franken also
major, financial barriers, believes that Pell Grants should
graduation requirements and so be restored in order for more
on,"Coleman said.
students to attend college.
Another program Coleman
"When my wife's sisters
supported while in office is the were attending college on Pell
TRIO/Upward Bound Program, Grants, a full Pell Grant paid
a program "designed to motivate for 90 percent of a college
and support students from education. Today, it's less than
disadvantaged backgrounds."
40 percent," Franken said on
Coleman plans to continue his campaign's website.
supporting these issues if
Franken will be in Winona
reelected in November.
7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
If elected, Franken says he North Lounge in Lourdes Hall.
will support a $5,000 tax credit.
Franken said that with the cost of Contact Amanda at
college tuition rising graduates ARehrauer06@winona.edu

Pelowski, Zenke for House Reps
By Courtney Zinter
As a long-time incumbent
in the Minnesota House of
Representatives, Democratic
Rep. Gene Pelowski seeks
to serve another term as
representative of Southeastern
Minnesota, but his opposing
candidate, GOP Rhett Zenke
hopes to bring a new voice to
the House.
With the election around
the corner, both candidates
addressed issues important
to students. Of these, both

2 - News

candidates
stressed
the
importance of tuition costs.
On education issues, Pelowski
said he thinks higher education
should be more accessible.
He voted against increasing
tuition.
"I have voted against huge
tuition increases and did
not support and did not vote
for the record cuts to higher
education that have caused
record increases in tuition and
record student debt," Pelowski
said. "I believe that higher
education should be affordable

and accessible."
Though Zenke doesn't
support state funding for
financial aid, he said he
wants to try to strengthen the
relationship between students
and the community:
"A balance can be had,"
Zenke said. "If my opponent
is for education, that doesn't
mean I'm against it."
The
candidates
have
established goals for education
each hopes to achieve if
elected.

See HOUSE, page 4

loedow' s Bakery
.

Winona's Hometown
akery since 1874.
Featuring original donut,
rolls, and bread recipes
451 Broadway St. (507) 452-3682

AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!

155 E. 3RD ST.
507.454.4711
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Winona mayoral race: Candidates
discuss student housing and parking
By Kaarina Alfors
Winonan
For this year's mayoral
election in Winona, incumbent
Mayor Jerry Miller and
opponent Clarence Russell will
be asking Winona residents for
their votes.
"The city needs to be more
open to the public and listen to
what members ofthe community
have to say," Russell said. "The
city is only listening to a select
few people."
In Russell's opinion, these
select few people include
various committees the city
creates. Once a new issue is
addressed, the city seems to
move on and the older issues
are no longer important.
Miller's primary campaign
focus is on the economic future
of Winona. "Preparing for the
worst" is important to Miller
because of the possible budget
cuts from the state.
Miller introduced a plan
if funds from the state are
reduced.
This plan includes a hiring

MEDIA
Sebo, program director for
KWNO Radio, said in reality,
equal time doesn't always work
if one candidate shows up more
often.
"If you are a candidate and
you show up in the lobby of
our radio group, you will talk
to a reporter, a news director,
whomever," Sebo said. "We'll
likely throw you in a studio and
ask you some questions, if you
say interesting things it'll make
it on to the news that night."
Another approach to giving
equal time to candidates came
from Dave Dicke, news anchor
at HBC, who said they give
candidates a chance to come in
for a two minute time slot.
In addition to discussing
giving candidates equal
coverage in media, the panel
talked about endorsing

freeze
for
government
employees. The freeze would
exclude departments such as
police, fire, sewer and water.
Miller said he is concerned
with maintaining job increases
and intends on looking into
purchasing more industrial land
in the future, regardless of the
state of the economy.
"It is important that we stay
positive," Miller said, regarding
the state of the economy. "I am
open to more opportunities. Not
everything is bad."
One issue that primarily
concerns Winona State
University students is alternate
side parking. The stance that
Russell is taking on the issue is
that the current system doesn't
work.
"Cars have to be moved,"
Russell said. "Kids have
responsibility to move their
cars, but the current alternate
side parking doesn't have to
work that way."
Russell did not disclose his
own plan for alternate side
parking because he plans to
first convince city members

Continued from page 1
candidates, but not all panelists
shared their viewpoints.
Darrell Ehrlick, editor of the
Winona Daily News, and Rusty
Cunningham, publisher of the
Winona Daily News and the
La Crosse Tribune, said they
endorse candidates because
of their perspective in the
community.
"We cover this community
day in and day out to the tune
of 4,000 stories per year, and
I think that gives us a unique
perspective on what's going
on and what's important to the
community," Ehrlick said.
McPherson disagreed, saying
he doesn't publicly endorse
candidates, but if he or she does
something good, the people will
see that.
Contact Courtney at
CLZinter8738@winona.edu

of his proposal if he is elected
mayor.
Miller, on the other hand, is
satisfied with the current system
of alternate side parking. "It has
been successful in the past," he
said, "and if anyone has a better
plan, I am open for ideas."
Miller has discussed the issue
of more parking lots around the
Winona State campus.
"Local
landlords
are
pressured to offer more offstreet parking so why shouldn't
Winona State?" he said.
Another issue that the two
candidates have been discussing
is buying the Bluffland property
located on the other side of the
river.
Miller said the property was
bought for $500,000, with the
intention of preserving the
area.
The goal is to invest the
money that the city is using to
pay for the property,

The flu season
is nothing to
joke about!!
Influenza can
leave you out of
commission for
up to 10 days!
Stay healthy
through this
years flu
season and
stop by to
receive your flu
shot!

IT'S THAT
TIME OF THE
YEAR AGAIN!!

WHEN:
- Tuesday, Nov. 11th,
2008 from 9am-2pm
- Wednesday, Nov.
12th, 2008 from 9am12pm
WHERE:
-Tuesday: East Dining
Room E,F, & G
-Wednesday: Dining
Room C & D

The Flu shot will be given by
WSU's very own nursing
students for only $10!!! The
service can be billed to your
tuition or paid in cash when
receiving the shot!

If you have Questions
contact Health Services
at: 507-457-5160

See MAYOR, page 5

PRESIDENT
getting the students involved in
the community. Obama would
give most students $4,000
off their tuition as long as
the student does 100 hours of
community service.
"A student's financial
status should not hold them
back from getting a great
education," Galchutt said.
"His whole campaign is about
getting people involved and
feeling a sense of giving
back."
Economics is another
issue that students should be
considering when making their
choice at the polls.
Tom Steward, spokesman for
the Republican headquarters
office in St. Paul, said students
are worried about the job
market right after graduation
because of the economical

Continued from page 1

507-452-8808

downfall.
"John McCain has the plan
that's going to get it (the
economy) rolling again; he
has the experience," Steward
said. "He knows how to get
both sides working; he's a
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
reformer."
& SALES
Executive committee
Main St & Broadway
member for Winona County
DFL office Jim Gurley said
Obama's tax policies favor tax
A Great Place To Live!
cuts for the vast majority of
Tenants Trust!
people and raising taxes on the
wealthy.
"The middle class is in
worse shape than it was 8
years ago. He would reverse
that trend," Gurley said. "It
would thus shorten that gap
between middle class and ultra www.greatrivermanagement.com
wealthy."
email: grms@hbci.com
Contact Stephanie at
SMTrask8045@winona.edu

HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
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MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III
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Students gather together in political debate
By Tim Brennan
Winonan
In preparation of the
approaching elections, the
Winona State University
Political Science
Department hosted a debate
at Winona State in an effort
to stir student interest last
Tuesday.
Supporting the College
Republicans were Craig
Rosell and Joshua Chasco.
The College Democrats
were represented by Ian
Photo by Rory O'Driscoll/Winonan
Galchutt and Sarah Wilmes.
Daniel Flynn represented Ian Galchutt, College Democrat president, answers a question at a
an Independent party, debate between the College Democrats, College Republicans and
advocating for candidate an Independent Party representative on Oct 21 at Winona State
University.
Ralph Nader.
Moderating the debate
was Candace Ewers and Lisa economic bailout plan, the college students.
The debaters all agreed that
energy crisis, foreign policy,
Maloney.
Following a model similar national security, taxes, their goal in the debate was
to the presidential debates, American job opportunities, the to give potential voters better
the representative answered Patriot Act, college tuition, and perspective of issues that are
questions presented from the the war in Iraq. The debaters important in the United States.
moderators and continued addressed how the respective
a series of arguments and party's candidates would
address the problems of rising Contact Tim at
rebuttals.
tuition
and job availability for TLIBrennan07@winona.edu
the
debated
Students

4 - News

We invite you to explore the Summer Ill Student Nursing Experience
with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This program is for junioryear students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. The
Summer Ill program is a paid nursing experience that begins in early
June and lasts for 10 weeks. This is a supervised nursing program
that allows students to work alongside an RN Clinical Coach. This
program also provides subsidized housing for students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the Summer Ill
program, please visit our website or contact:

Mayo Clinic
Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 55905
ph: 800-562-7984
e mail: summer3@mayo.edu

A
41°I
1P
ANCC MAGNET RECOGNITION
pixy

-

Application Deadline: January 15, 2009

www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst

HOUSE
Pelowski emphasized his
plan to keep tuition costs low,
including with the projected
$2 to $4 billion short-fall in
Minnesota in 2009.
"This cannot be addressed by
increasing student tuition and
student debt. I will continue
to support keeping tuition
low and oppose cuts to higher
education," Pelowski said. "The
budget cannot be balanced on
the backs of the students."

Continued from page 2

Zenke said he hopes to
include solving the problem
of pedestrian traffic around
campus by either making a
pedestrian overpass or building
a new Highway 43 bridge
further from campus. He said
he'd also like to build a parking
ramp to fix parking problems
around campus.
Contact
Courtney
at
CLZinter8738@winona.edu

First district congressional race
By Sarah Burgen
Winonan
Incumbent Rep. Tim Walz,
DFL-Minn., first ran for
national office in 2006 against
former Rep. Gil Gutknecht,
R-Minn.
This year, the Mankato
educator's competition is Brian
Davis, a Mayo Clinic physician
who works as the treasurer of
the Olmsted County Republican
Party.
Their race for
the House of
Representatives
started when Davis
put his name in the
GOP hat with state
politicians Dick Day
and Randy Demmer,
but beat both for
the
Republican
in
endorsement
Walz
September.
Both candidates

opposed this month's bailout
bill, but their differences far
outweigh their similarities.
For students, the decisions
made on health care in the
coming years can
affect what kind
of coverage they
receive, not only
from their parents,
but employer-based
VS.
governmentbased care.
Walz has come out
in strong
support Davis
a
of
universal
health
care system, while
Davis favors a
private
system
that
emphasizes
preventative
care and has said
competition in
the health care

for transportation. The plan
was proposed in order to fund
the maintenance of Winona's
streets.
"The
government
will
not fund street cleaning or
repair," Miller said. "Once the
infrastructure deteriorates, so
will house and property value."
Miller believes that the
half-cent tax would be a
necessary stream of revenue in
maintaining city streets.
"If this proposal is passed, it
will be because of the public.
The money can't come from
anywhere else," he said.
Russell opposes the half-

2008
elections ballot
C)

David J Stoltman

= GREG OLSON
<2:2 write-in(if any)

4-vote here for
a chant; y you
can trust

The Secret is Out! I----Learners who have learned are living in
Fountain City next year. Learn why.

OUS

VAt1/4:4
::
\

**Not affiliated with Great River Management**

Contact Sarah at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu

Continued from page 3

MAYOR
and invest it back into the
community.
Miller doesn't have any
intention of changing the
property in the future, but if this
changes, "it will be because of
the people," he said.
Russell, however, is opposed
to the purchase of the Bluffland
property.
"The city passed a six month
mandate while working on
the Bluffiand ordinance. They
should have taken more time,"
he said.
The two candidates have
also differed on their stance
for a local half-cent sales tax

system will help solve some
problems.
Other issues important
to the student vote include
the economy and national
security.
Both candidates
support tax cuts.
Walz introduced
the Middle Class
Tax Fairness Act,
which, according
to his web site, will
provide an average
tax cut of $750 to 61
million Americans.
Davis said
permanent tax cuts
and the repeal of the death tax
would assist with job creation.

I

COUNTY OFFICES

cent sales tax because
he believes that the
money "needs to come
out of existent budget."
Although he is aware of
potential budget cuts,
Russell claims that the
city needs to "live within
our budget."

1,2,3 and 4 bedroom apartments and houses available
for next year now!

Luxury and river views at reasonable rates.
Check out our website or call: (507)454-4444
Spots are filling up, fill yours today!

TWO WORDS CAN
BRING EVEN GROWN
MEN TO TEARS.
We deliver.
We are your late-night headquarters.
Visit us at 105 West Third OR
call for delivery @ 507 - 474 - 3727

Contact Kaarina at
KOAlfors0628@
winona. edu

• Open till 2 am •
Thurs, Fri, Sat Nights

Calle Sur and the Afro-Latin Project comes to WSU
Winona State University will
host the Latin American music
group Calle Sur Thursday, Oct.
30, and Saturday, Nov. 1.
Calle Sur members Karin
Stein and Ed East will perform
as part of the Winona State's

International Music Series at
5:30 p.m. Thursday, in the Tau
Center Rotunda.
The duo also will perform
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, on the
Performing Arts Center Main
Stage as part of the university's

Lyceum Series.
Both events are free
and open to the public.
For more information,
call Cathy Schmidt at
507-457-5256 or e-mail
CSchmidt@winona.edu.

RAGA, aerbertk
Kt
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REGISTER AT YOUR POLLING PLACE

If you want to cast a ballot on Nov. 4 for president, U.S. Senate & House, statehouse,
local candidates and initiatives, and an amendment to the Minnesota Constitution,
you must register to vote!
Eligibility
Eligible voters must be at least 18; a U.S. citizen; have lived in Minnesota for 20 days prior to the election; completed any felony sentence
(be "off paper"); have not had the right to vote revoked by a court or been found incompetent to vote.

Students may register to vote Using either their address at school or parent's h8n;eino n-school address
depending on which they consider to be their residence, It is illegal to vote in both places.

IT Register to Vote on Election Day!
Bring prbof of residence — options include:

You.

For st i tentslivin'
by Wingor
Winonatat

Or pl tq ID wi l
curentaddress„,c,

airycani us, West campus, and at East Lake—Student photo ID which will be matched against a housing list provided
„
ersj
, 41:
ressfroiri,,the first list with a bill from the second list that has your name showing your
ue.within 30 days:
Types of Bills with Current Address
„purrent student fee statement
ell phone, telephone, TV, Internet, electric,
gas, water, solid waste or sewer
ntstatement with itemized utilities

Types of PhotolDs,„
dr ,
/student'
e
ix e
icee,,
ns
.6..

;;,,pass

• Tribal ID
Or any of the following: registered voter from you
any of these with current address in precin
employee of a residential facility (nursing home,.
address in precinct.

vouch for you; Minnesota driver's license, permit, state ID, permit or receipt for
win same precinct under different name or address; Notice of Late Registration;
n's shelter, etc.) to vouch for you or tribal ID with photo, signature and current

Unable to Vote on Election Day?
Students vote with ',0 non-school address should consider young' by absentee ballot. You may apply for an absentee ballot even if you
are not.jeg eyed to vote at your current address. You may alS6 vote by absentee ballot if you will be away from your precinct on Election
or are prevented by religious reasons. Absentee ballot applications are available at your county auditor's office or at
Day, a
.isabled,
,
www.s9
fr
A70:'
, re
Poiirtg placelopa rts are based on your current address. Students will not necessarily vote at an on-campus polling place. To find your polling
location, visifWww,s9t.state.mn.us or your city/township clerk or county auditor's office.
-

There is Help for Voters Wanting Assistance with Ballots!
AutoMARK voting stations that mark paper ballots will be in all Minnesota polling places. Options include a touchscreen with large print,
headphones with audio, and a Braille keypad
.

For more information about registration, voting, absentee ballots, overseas/military voting, and polling place locations,
contact your county auditor or visit the Office of Minnesota Secretary of State Web site at
www.sos..state.mn.us or call 1-877-600-VOTE (8683) or Minnesota Relay Service at 1-8OO-627
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What's happening at WSU...
Wednesday
WSU Hosts Presentation on Christian
Weight Loss Movement
PLACE: Second floor of Darrell W. Krueger
Library
TIME: 1 p.m.
CONTACT: Kendall Larson at
507-457-5367 or Joe Mount at 507-457-5147
or visit www.winona.edu/library/athenaeum

Friday
WSU Hosts Dr. Andrew Kydd:
Hiroshima Peace Exhibition
PLACE: Stark Auditorium
TIME 4 p.m.
CONTACT: Matthew Strecher at
507-474-5791
SMU Hosts Sylvia Nasar,
Global Citizenship Symposium

WSU Hosts Water Pollution Discussion
PLACE: Stark Auditorium
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: Toby Dogwiler at
TDogwiler@winona.edu or visit http://water.
southeastmn.edu/LectureSeries.html

PLACE: Common Room, 3rd Floor, St.
Mary's Hall at SMU
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
CONTACT: visit http://smumn-cn.blogspot.
com/2008/10/saint-marys-to-host-sylvianasar-as.html

Saturday

Monday

Music Education Workshop:
Using Latin American Music as a
Teaching Tool
PLACE: PAC room 159
TIME: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
CONTACT: Marybeth Lenhardt
at 507-457-5250

Disability Awareness Month Guest
Speaker Tina Kotulski
PLACE: East Hall in Kryzsko Commons
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: Alex Hines at
AHines@winona.edu

WSU Holds Advising Workshops
PLACE: Stark 105
TIME: 10 to 10:50 a.m. and at 11:30 a.m.
CONTACT: Barbara Oertel at 507-457-5878
or e-mail BOertel@winona.edu
WSU Hosts Trick-Or-Treating
for Local Children
PLACE: WSU Residence Halls
TIME: 6 to 8 p.m.
CONTACT: Xavier Wilson at
507-457-5495
or email XWilson@winona.edu

Tuesday
General Election Day
PLACE: Polling centers
TIME: All Day
CONTACT: To find where your polling place
is v isit http://pollfinder.sos.state.mn.us/

Exhibition: Art of Recovery

I
Ar#110./aff.~,

Sunday
Concert for a Cause
featuring Jake Runestad
PLACE: Central United Methodist Church,
114 W. Broadway
TIME: 2 p.m.
CONTACT: Marybeth Lenhardt
at 507-457-5250

Healthy Mondays: Nutrition for the
College Student
PLACE: Rooms 105/106 in Kryzsko
Commons
TIME: 7 p.m.
CONTACT: Kelli McClintick at
507-457-5619

PLACE: Darrell W. Krueger Library
TIME: 7:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.
CONTACT: Kathy Peterson
at 507-457-2913 or email
KPeterson@winona.edu
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A community of learners dedicated to apathy

By Brian Sanders
Winonan
Last week I talked about
channeling momentum from
distant national politics into our
local communities.
Perhaps I was too hasty in
assuming that our student body
cares very much about the
future of our nation, OR our
communities.
My observations lead me to
believe that this may not be the
case at all — I find many peers
who see no reason to care about
anything beyond themselves.
I do adhere to the rhetoric that
we ought to be a "community of

learners dedicated to improving
our world."
Unfortunately, this does not
seem to be on the forefront of
the minds of many students
here.
When asked why one is
attending WSU, I can hardly
imagine that anyone would
answer that they came here to
be a member of a community of
learners dedicated to improving
our world.
They would be much more
likely to give the real answer:
that they came here so they
would earn more money with
their degree.
Economics Professor Don
Salyards often says, "Education
is the only commodity where
people want the least for their
money."
There is an easy explanation:
students are not actually paying
for an education; they're paying
for a degree that will help obtain
a high-paying job.
While WSU would like to

fancy itself as an institution full
of students seeking practical
improvement of the world, it is
really a degree factory where
young people go to increase
their future assets.
Viewing
the
university
experience this way begins to
explain some of its surprising
aspects.
If we were a community of
learners dedicated to improving
the world, college life would
look completely different.
Clubs like Habitat for
Humanity or the Environmental
Club would be bubbling with
constant participation, we
would seek out educational
speakers and videos without
requiring extra credit to push us,
we would bring our own drink
containers to the Smaug rather
than use styrofoam, the parking
lots would be empty and bike
racks would be overflowing,
and we wouldn't groan looking
at the clock the entire class
period (while I recognize

some things we learn in school
aren't always that exciting
or even important, it is really
disheartening to see students
falling asleep as we talk about
the importance of World War
II or basic ecological concepts,
for instance).
Apathy is often framed by
comparing pop culture to the
political sphere — for instance,
noting how many people vote
for American Idol compared
to how many people vote for
president.
This assumes, however, that
political voting is mutually
exclusive from apathy. I prefer
to think on a more practical
scale.
How many people waited in
line for Packers-Vikings tickets
Monday morning, and do those
same people get out of bed to
go to the Farmers' Market on
Saturday morning?
Since most students are
not paying because of a love
of knowledge or a desire

Knowledge should be a prerequisite to voting

By Sarah Burgen
Editor-in-Chief
Next week is the election.
The most important of our
lives, apparently.
I'm not going to get political.
That's not really my writing
style, but I will say this:
It's so very important to know
why you're voting the way you
are.
You don't have to be vocal
with your political beliefs to be
educated about why you believe

what you believe.
Think about whether you can
answer this question without
soundbytes from MSNBC or
Fox News: Why are you voting
for him/her/them/it?
It's hard for me to stomach
someone who chooses to
abstain from voting, but it is
even harder for me to stomach
someone who goes into a voting
booth without any research
behind what is perhaps the
greatest citizen right.
I know some people who vote
based on what name sounds
the best, and others who vote
straight ticket just because they
think they should.
And then, there are the
others, the ones who vote for a
candidate because that person is
who a certain celebrity likes, or
who their friend likes, or who
they think can help their party
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win an election.
I'm not a big fan of
either candidate running for
president.
It's unfortunate I have to
choose between the lesser of
two evils.
I caucused for the person
I truly thought would be a
good president, but while my
voice was heard, it wasn't the
majority.
Part of me wanted to write
someone in on the ballot.
However, I felt like in such an
important election, this would
be throwing my vote away.
I hate that in our supposed
democracy, a two-party, twocandidate system is basically
the way to vote.
While we're free to write in
whomever we want, history
dictates that these honorable
votes generally push the

election one way or the other
– not toward the person voted
for.
The thought of a multi-party
system seems appealing, but
I wouldn't want a president
elected with 33 percent of the
vote or less.
That doesn't seem like the
will of people, even if it is
technically a majority.
So, my all-encompassing
point is: Do a Google search on
your candidate before you go to
the polls.
Be able to answer questions
about that person's beliefs and
why you chose him/her/it.
Stick to your guns, and don't
be afraid to sway from your
political party.
Contact Sarah at
SCBurgen5575@winona.edu

to improve the world, it is
probably naïve of me to expect
us to naturally care about
community engagement.
I tend to be a tad bit idealistic
sometimes, but I do believe that
there are reasons for us to care
about the world.
One doesn't need to be an
altruistic saint to care about the
environment, or a completely
studious beacon of knowledge
to be concerned with levels of
ignorance.
If you fail to see a
problem — which I find hard
to believe — then maybe these
issues aren't of concern to you.
Typically, though, I think we
all want to live in a better world,
and approaching school with
the mindset of "a community of
learners dedicated to improving
the world" will help us all have
a better future.
Contact Brian at
BPSanders06@winona.edu

The Clap Starter. .. a paid performance.

By Lauren Vincenti
Winonan
Since our childhoods, most
of us have joyously thrown
our hands together to show
approval, excitement or praise
of some external element such
as a cookie or your favorite
purple and green dinosaur.
As we grow older, these
simple things do not seem
to please us enough to start
clapping.

Most of us have been to a
performance, whether it is
theatrical, musical, magical or
something else.
Usually at the end of these
performances, people applaud.
I'm only thinking about this
because of the play I attended
held here at the PAC.
When the lights went down
for intermission and when the
actors' took their final bow,
guess what we did.
We clapped! I'm sure we all
wanted to clap, but there was a
hesitation.
So, who is the person. who
starts everyone clapping?
The Clap Starter. Sometimes
people do not know when their
cue is to start clapping, which
is where the Clap Starter would
come in.
Once the Clap Starter does

what he or she does best, no one
can resist striking their palms
together to join him or her.
I guess what I am saying is
that, if in our country, people
can be paid to watch movies
and tell us what they think
about them, than maybe we
should have professional Clap
Starters. This way, there would
never be hesitation.
If hired, the Clap Starter could
start clapping mid performance
as well as at intermission and
the end of the performance.
There may be a problem
if there are misplaced clap
starts or too many of them, so,
directors be wary.
It is a brilliant idea, especially
if the play is not well known!
Plus, anyone with hands can
qualify for this job, and with
the economy the way it is, there

are many people looking for
jobs.
How do these Clap Starters
get trained? It would be different
for each performance.
The Clap Starter should
probably be treated as one
of the actors. Practice makes
perfect on opening night.
The Clap Starter should
probably have a reserved seat
toward the back of the theatre,
so that people only hear the
clap.
The audience members might
have a bias if they can see the
Clap Starter.
Now that I have created extra
job opportunities, my work
here is done.

Congressman
Walz and Al
Franken at WSU

Reproductive
choice: An
important
election issue

Contact Lauren at
LPVincen6822@winona.edu

Letters to the Editor
Respect for lawn
signs
Dear Voters of District 4,
Recently I have had a few
questions about the number
and location of my lawn
signs stating: "Greg Olson
for Commissioner — District
4." As for the number of
signs, I say thank you. As
for their locations, it is true
that many home owners and
rental properties host my signs.
During the course of performing
my duties as a Winona building
inspector, I hear about a lot
of issues faced by renters and
landlords. I have taken a
proactive approach working
with each property owner; all
inspections are transparent and
these rental licenses are matter
ofpublic record for all to review.
By placing my signature on a
rental license both the occupants
and owner know that it meets
the minimum code standards
set forth by our ordinance.
There are many reasons that
people may allow or deny lawn
signs — it is typically a personal
decision, and I respect that

decision without question.
While I am proud to have signs
on such a range of properties, I
am equally respectful of those
who host my opponent's signs,
or no sign at all.
There are both owners and
renters supporting my bid for
County Commissioner because
I've earned their trust that rules
within my profession will be
uniformly and consistently
enforced. I asked each property
owner to forward my written
request to their renters before
I placed any sign, and upon
any occupant objecting to my
signs, I indicated that I would
remove it personally. I also
stopped at each property and
tried to speak personally with
renters. Conflicting schedules
mean that this didn't happen in
every case, but each property
was visited.
Both owners and renters need
representation that they can
trust and I feel I have built this
trust; it's why I am running.
-Greg Olson
www.olson4winona.org

Congressman Walz has been
an advocate for education in
Washington D.C. for K-12,
and for higher education. Walz
was a high school teacher at
Mankato West high school
where he taught geography.
He also took students to China,
to teach them about Chinese
culture and society.
Like
Walz,
Franken
understands that higher tuition
rates are hurting middle class
families, that is why he is
proposing a $5,000 tax credit
for those families to help lift the
burden of high tuition and text
book prices, and as students
this hits right at home.
If you would like to learn
more about Al Franken and
Congressman Walz's stances
on education, please come to
a town hall style meeting, 7:30
p.m. today in Lourdes North
Lounge.
-Gerald Strauss
426 W Eighth St.
Winona, MN

Everyone is talking about
what's at stake this November.
Let me tell you about one
important issue that will affect
our votes: reproductive choice.
In the last year, we've seen the
cost of birth control skyrocket
at our health centers.
The next president will play
a key role in whether the law
that caused this spike in prices
is fixed.
So we will learn where each
candidate stands on this issue —
and we intend to vote. We urge
you to do the same.
If you have not yet registered
to vote you are not out of luck,
Our state allows same-day voter
registration so on November 4,
you can go to your polling place
and register on the spot.
Just don't forget to bring a
completed voter registration
form and some form of ID — a
valid driver's license, a stateissued ID card, or a student ID

card with your photo.
If you need more info,
check out: http://www.sos.
state.mn.us/home/index .
asp?page=204
AND if you need to find out
where to vote. check out http://
pollfinder.sos.state.mn.us/
- Nursing Students for
Choice Winona State
University
nursingstudentsforchoice@
gmail.corn

•

Opinion pieces and
letters do not necessarily
represent the views of the
Winonan, its staff or of the
administration of Winona
State University.
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Art of Recovery raises crime awareness
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
Winona State University is
currently hosting the 5th annual
Art of Recovery exhibition
through November 7 in the
Darrell Krueger Library to raise
awareness about crime. °
Art of Recovery features
visual and literary art by
Minnesotans who have been
victims of crime and have
used art as a means to respond,
explore, express and heal.
This exhibition of visual
and literary art commemorates
Minnesota Crime Victims'
Rights Week.
It aims to raise awareness
about crime victims and the
rights that they deserve but
don't always have.
The exhibition features 25
literary works, such as poems
or short stories, by people of
all ages about their personal
experiences with crime or
how they want to help prevent
crime.
Although Art of Recovery is

Photo by Nick Furlong/Winonan
Matt Cash, a senior criminal justice major at Winona State University, studies at the Darrell W.
Krueger Library under artwork from the Art of Recovery. The exhibit contains various pieces
of art created by victims of violence.

a fairly small exhibition, it has
drawn quite a few visitors.
Audrey Billhymer, a student
visitor to the exhibition, said

she really enjoyed the poems
that were on display and the
reason they were there.
"With so many people being

affected by various crimes every
day, it is nice to see something
done to create awareness about
such a serious iissue," Billhymer

said. "It is just such a unique
way to draw attention to the
topic."
Art
of Recovery
is
cosponsored by the Office
of Justice Programs and the
Minnesota State Arts Board.
The goal of the Minnesota
State Arts Board is to increase
the level of support needed to
sustain and grow a healthy arts
community.
The organization takes on a
variety of projects, and thought
the exhibition at Winona State
would be a different way to
draw attention to the crime
problem.
The Art of Recovery
exhibition is free and open to
the public during normal library
hours.
There is an online gallery
featuring images, poems,
essays and short stories by the
artists from Art of Recovery
exhibition at www.arts.state.
mn.us/aor.
Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu

Trick-or-treating in WSU dorms
By Rebecca Erdmann
Winonan

RED WING

TATTOO
161 E. THIRD ST. DOWNTOWN

WINONA, MINNESOTA
( 507) 454-3452
WWW.REDWINGTATTOO.COM
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Miniature ghosts, goblins
and other creatures will come
to Winona State University's
dorms this Halloween to
participate in the annual trickor-treat event.
Xavier Wilson, the hall
director for the Quad, is in
charge of organizing trick-ortreating in the dorms.
Although there is no system
used to keep track of how many
community members attend,
Wilson said that the community
warmly receives the program.
"It's safe and easy; this is one
of those positive moments when
the university connects with the
community," Wilson said.

Parents bring their kids, and
by the time they visit the main
campus dorms and Lourdes
Hall, they. fill 'up their bags with
candy.
Trick-or-treating in the dorms
has been a tradition for many
years.
Wilson said that it started
sometime in the 1980s as an
activity at Sheehan Hall.
This activity was so successful
that it was later expanded to
include the rest of campus.
Students like participating
because it's early in the evening,
allowing them to still go out
later if they desire.
Wilson said that Winona
State faculty and staff often
bring children or grandchildren
to the dorms on Halloween.

Trick-or-treating in the dorms
runs from 6 to 8 p.m., but Wilson
said that many families show
up early, and most students run
out of candy around 7:30 p.m.
Students get in to the spirit
of the holiday by dressing
up in costume and helping to
decorate their halls.
Jennie Grannes, a junior
who lives in Lourdes Hall, has
participated in the trick-ortreating event for the past two
years and will do so again on
Friday.
"It's fun. I usually have friends
over and we watch movies, "
said Grannes, who also added
that she likes to see all the little
kids in their costumes.

See TRICK, page 13

The Ruckus
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a review that loves music almost as much as you do

Dirty, funky love for of Montreal
By Jack Chandler
Winonan
Of Montreal's Kevin Barnes
spends the better part of the
psychedelic rockers' new disc
"Skeletal Lamping" shrieking
about the sexually pervert and
his new daughter Alabee.
The love complex isn't
surprising considering his
infatuation for drag and all
things Prince but for the
oxymoronic qualities present in
some of the best white-kid funk
you'll ever hear.
Recorded in such desolate
locations as Barnes' Atlanta
attic and Oslo, Norway (oh
God, not Norway!), these
dancers have an authentically
stripped feel all their own.
But, you wouldn't know
listening to the slick "Wicked
Wisdom," where Barnes
contrasts the indifferent
girlfriend to the lover whose
"got such super wicked style,"
"47
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and plenty of lyric quotables
to go around ("I want to crash
your car, I want to scratch your
cheeks, I want to make you
sick. I want to sell you out,
want to expose your flaws, I
want to steal your things").
If love songs promise perfect
dreams, this is the beautiful
reality of imperfection.
Of Montreal seem content
to dance `til you drop, keeping
the listener dirty in the groove
all the way `til the great "Id
Engager," a cut that Kevin
Barnes had to have penned with
Rick James on the brain.
The disc's cynical take
entertains because it knows
we're not as smart as we
look. We need satisfaction on
a primal level, and we need it
now, damnit!
Comforting to know we can
Google still have fun, even if we're all
tracks, and Barnes' attention sick and naughty up top.
span is smaller than analogies
Of Montreal's "Skeletal
justify.
Lamping" uses love as an excuse
Fast drums and faster bass to be dirty, asking if you're
lines lead to catchy hooks, such turned on by such thoughts as
as the "We can do it soft-core if role-playing to Oedipus Rex.
you want/But you should know
While that's a definite pass,
that I go both ways" warning persistence eventually pays
issued on • "For Our Elegant off, and you're at the mercy
Chaste."
of pop jams that are lyrically
Barnes' falsetto is hilariously harder than anything delicately
high, and he loves to harmonize categorized as "gangster" or
in the upper register... with "death."
himself.
Funk and freak tactics are
The guy is the closest thing their weapon of choice, so
to a legit Rogers Nelson question morals and dance, or
incarceration music may ever just dance.
see (he likes the way he plays
instruments better than band
mates and probably listens to
his own records in his house),
but his original geeked-out
affection is his own sound.
"Gallery Piece" is an ode to
the significant other in your Contact Jack at
life, basking in a bright funk riff JCChand13168@winona.edu

The Fire Five
1
"Chinese Democracy"
Guns and Roses
Waiting a full minute for this
title track to build into an
epic Axl wail is nothing less
than thrilling. What follows
is a tired guitar riff and the
revelation that you didn't want
this to come out anyway.

2
"Kids (Soulwax Remix)"
MGMT
The Brooklyn psych-pop duo
get some East Block treatment
with the addition of discotech synths on this remix of
their dance sensation.

3
"Robocop"
Kanye West
Your
favorite
big-head
drops something upbeat
after a few somber cuts
from his upcoming - 808s
and
Heartbreak - leaked
to dissenting opinions.
Synthesizers. big bass, and
running from a heartless
bionic woman? Your 80's are
showing, 'Ye.

4
"The Reason Why My
Heart's In Misery"
Lay Low
Easy listening never sounds as
hard as it does on Lay Low's
"Farewell Good Night's Sleep."
Rambling steel-pedal guitars
and SO1TOW is a good recipe
for the Icelandic country girl.
Fitting too, this record will be
slept on all year.

5
"Single Ladies
(Put A Ring On It)"
Beyonce
Queen B delivers a poi gnant
message to guys with a
phobia of commitment: Buy
me a rock with a third of your
income so I know you're
for real. Awesome, men
everywhere say thanks for the
look Mrs. Carter.
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`Saw V' not worth it, but 'the choice is yours'
By Joe Underbakke
Winonan

Cast
Tobin Bell, Julie
Meagan Good„ Costa
Isyland),lot, Scott
Panel-son

I want to write a review...
(imagine those words in the
voice of Jigsaw).
I began this week's review that
way to honor the film I watched,
the next epic installment of the
"Saw" series, "Saw V."
Now, I noticed an interesting
trend in these "Saw" movies:
Each one is exponentially
worse than the previous.
While you recover from the
shock that resulted in realizing
how perceptive I am, I'll let
you in on a secret: This one is
no exception.
I'll hand it to the creators of
the "Saw" series for making
it to the fifth movie; it's hard
to keep a franchise going for
so long without hitting the
straight-to-DVD circuit.
That being said, it's debatable
whether they should be straight
to DVD movies considering
the purpose they serve during
the Halloween season. They

have this mystical element that
keeps- people coming back for
more, but I just don't know
what it is.
Oh wait, yes I do. Death.
There's something to be
said about watching a man
be crushed to death between
closing-in walls, and the general
reaction being "awesome."
But, none of this answers
the question: is "Saw V" as
enjoyable as the rest of the
series?
It depends on what you're
looking for.
The movie is sort of a
throwback to the previous
installments and consists
of
many
flashbacks.
The flashbacks serve to
show how Jigsaw's (Tobin
Bell) protégé, special agent
Mark Hoffman (played by
an actor) has been helping to
create the "games" all along.
This prospect sets Agent
Strahm, a rare survi"or of one

See REVIEW, page 14

I'm in your bedroom, wrinkling
your sheets...

With the stealth

Google

Jigsaw (Tobin Bell) may be dead, but his twisted "games" live
on in "Saw W' a horror film about teaching life less to those
who take things for granted.

promoting your sleepiness...

...regulating your circadian rhythms

I am MelatoninI
...drooling on your pillowcase
,.........„--.........—.......----

...stealing your one sock
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Oh, come on! You know,
from the pea-sized
portion in the center
of the brain. It's the
thing that tells you
it's bedtime when it's dark.

I am the hormone of
DARKNESS!
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I More like the hormone of DOWness.

Winona Symphony Orchestra: more than 100 years of harmonizing
By Courtney Cosgriff
Winonan
The Winona Symphony
Orchestra, which has been
around for more than 100 years,
performed Saturday at Winona
State University.
The orchestra was originally
founded in 1907 by composer
Carl Ruggles, who was
considered the orchestra's
driving force during their first
decade.
The orchestra temporarily
disbanded during the Great
Depression and throughout

World War I and II, but was
revived in 1965 and has since
performed every season.
Andrea Fry, a board member
of The Winona Symphony
Orchestra, said this orchestra
offers some unique qualities.
"This is different from other
orchestras in the way that it
is not entirely made up of
professionals," Fry said. "But,
it is a combination of members
of the surrounding Winona
community and Winona State
students."
Fry said the combination
makes for an interesting mix of

musicians that together manage
to bring an amazing orchestral
sound to the community.
Fry attends board meetings
and helps with the planning
and organizing of Winona
Symphony Orchestra events.
She - also assists with the
orchestra's newsletter "The
Horn." Currently, her main
objective is organizing the
benefit dinner taking place in
spring.
"The benefit dinner is really
going to be great event that
will help keep the orchestra's
tradition alive," Fry said.
-

The orchestra has been under
the direction of Paul Vance for
the past seven years. During
this time, membership of the
orchestra has grown and is
now a comprehensive musical
organization of almost 70
musicians.
According to the orchestra's
web site, some of the musicians
commute long distances
every week to play with the
orchestra.
"Winona
Symphony
Orchestra is already a unique
partnership that hopes to
continue improving on an

already very accomplished
group by bringing an even wider
array of styles to this orchestra,"
Fry said. "As with many arts
organizations, the orchestra
also hopes to receive continued
funding from the community
through donations, fundraising,
and ticket sales in order to
keep The Winona Symphony
Orchestra in operation."

Contact Courtney at
CJCosgri4506@winona.edu
•
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Continued from page 10

Although Grannes herself Assistants host activities to
has not dressed up to hand out make decorations for their
candy, this year, kids who knock halls.
on her door will be greeted by
On Halloween night, the
a witch.
hall directors or assistant hall
Grannes said that she has directors greet families and hand
run out of candy early in the out maps of their buildings.
evening both years.
Wilson said while most dorms
She can recall trick-or- on main campus are available
treating as a kid, despite to trick-or-treaters, Lourdes
freezing weather, and said Hall is the only option on
parents probably appreciate west campus, because Tau and
being able to bring their kids Maria would be too confusing
trick-or-treating in a place that for families to navigate.
is warm, well-lit and safe.
The university does not
Preparation for trick-or- offer transportation between
treating in the dorms begins campuses for community
two or three weeks in advance. members who participate in
The university issues a press trick-or-treating in the dorms.
release to the community,
For students who are still
announcing a time frame and the interested in signing up to
halls that will be participating.
participate, the deadline is
Fliers are posted around today.
town, but Wilson suspects that
most publicity is done by word
of mouth.
On -campus, fliers advertise Contact Rebecca at
for students to sign up to hand REdrmann06@winona.edu
out candy.
Those who
sign up at the
front desk of
their residence
hall get
Interact with your mayor an his new
colorful signs,
website: mayorjerrymiller.corn
prompting
trick-orto Miller on November 4th
treaters to stop
at their doors.
pa!! San' Itatif 074 h4 beitif lisOkkowkway
Resident

IS YOUR MAYOR

Cti
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
c ,k 1
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REVIEW
Hoffman as the killer.
I feel slightly demoralized
from judging a movie based on
how creatively it kills people.
The question is: Who has
more, problems: the person who
pens these ideas down and gets
paid for doing so or the person
who pays to see hoW they
materialize on screen?

Continued from page 12
To finish this review, I'll
summarize my main points in
the style of a Jigsaw audio tape
recording.
"Hello, student. Since you're
reading this I assume you have
eyes; eyes that you use to see
the world around you. It seems
that by reading my article you
don't value the gift you've
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been given, so you need to
make a choice: will you heed
my opinion and not see the
movie "Saw V," or will you
take for granted all that is sight
and ignore my warnings? The
choice is yours..."
Contact Joe at
JJUnderb9309@winona.edu

Evening with Wank
This is Halloween
By Alex Wank
Winonan
To
paraphrase
Jack
Skeleton in Tim Burton's epic
masterpiece "The Nightmare
Before Christmas," this most
certainly is Halloween.
The leaves have turned, which
is a beautiful sight in Winona.
Candy is being bought
in proliferation, soon to be
deposited into eager bags held
by the masses.
Pumpkin eyes burn fiery red
in the night.
Black cats scurry under the
pale moonlight.
Soon, on a cold night,
leagues of goblins and witches
will walk the streets, terrifying
every unfortunate soul unlucky
enough to cross their paths.
But, the elections are still a
week away, so there's no real
need to be afraid yet.
I have recently come to
the conclusion that political
posters on lawns, all parties
included, are nothing more than
Halloween decor, for what is
more frightening than politics?
Perhaps a giant sandwich —
eating people would be more
fearsome.
It would be an ironic
sandwich, as the irony would
be delicious.
I'd like to see that on the
menu in the cafeteria. Then I
would know I have some kind
of control over this school,
even though without you, dear
readers, I would have nothing.
Yes, I actually realize without
my fans I would have no
column.
Also, with no fans I would
be extremely hot and sweaty. I
would probably smell too.
So thank you for supporting
this column.
As always, spay and neuter
your newspapers. Bob Barker
would be proud.
As Halloween is upon us —
and due to the fact that I like
free candy — I have decided
that I want to go "trick-or-

treating" as they say.
Apparently, this means that I
must find a costume, and so the
horror begins.
First, I foundmyselfsearching
on the Internet.
Sadly, I have since been told
that cutting and pasting your
face onto a picture of a baby in
a pumpkin outfit does not count
as a costume.
My next attempt found me
ravaging through my closet,
where I found the perfect outfit
to impersonate a greaser.
I had a pair of blue jeans,
a white shirt, a black leather
jacket and a comb. I had to try
it on.
After putting on the outfit and
slicking back my hair, I realized
just how comfortable and warm
I felt, so I wore it that day.
I enjoyed it so much I wore
almost the exact same thing the
next, albeit a clean shirt and
pair of pants.
Those two days evolved into
three, which then turned into
four, and soon I was wearing
this style so much that my
friends informed me it could no
longer be a costume.
Depressed yet immensely
comfortable, with Halloween
only a week and a half away,
I remembered that I owned
a blue sports coat. It wasn't
a costume of anything, I just
looked snazzy. I e-mailed my
parents and shortly after, the
coat was in the mail, just one
week before Halloween.
Thinking I would see how it
fit me, I put on the entire outfit:
a pair of black Dockers, a crisp
white button-down shirt, a Reel
Big Fish tie, a pair of black dress
shoes, the blue sports coat, and
a fedora to top it all off.
Oh, my. That's extremely
comfy...
Maybe next year I'll just be a
sexy nurse.

Contact Alex at
AWank07@winona.edu
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Warriors cross country:
Southworth top-10 for women,
Lindquist paces men at NSIC's
By Danny Fearing
Winonan

o

nsco I r ymonan

Winona State senior Amelia Kasten heads the ball during the Warriors 2-0 win Saturday against
Southwest Minnesota State. Kasten had a goal and an assist over the weekend and is tied for
third in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference with 11 goals in 17 game&

No. 4 Warriors win 15th straight,
clinch share of conference crown
By Chandler MacLean
Winonan
Fourteen was a record.
Fifteen was the signature game
on a record run.
After setting a school-record
winning streak Saturday, the
fourth-ranked Winona State
University women's soccer
team clinched a share of its
fifth consecutive conference
title with its 15th win in a row
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Sunday.
The
Warriors
defeated
Southwest Minn. State 2-0 at
home Saturday for the record.
Swirling winds and snowfall
set the backdrop for the
marquee matchup of the season
in the newly-aligned Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
Sunday.
Preseason NSIC favorite

See SOCCER, pg. 18

As the leaves fall and the
temperature drops, fall sports
are nearing the end of the
season.
The Winona State University
women's cross country team
competed in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Championship on Saturday
at the Lee Park Golf Course
in Aberdeen, S.D. The 6K
started around noon with
chilly temperatures that the
Warriors were not expecting
to experience during the race.
The Warriors finished seventh
out of 11 teams with an average
time of 24
minutes, 26
seconds and a
total time of
2:04:27.
The team
was lead by
freshman
standout Jenna
Southworth,
who finished
sixth overall
out of 99 runners, and was the
first Warrior to cross the finish.
Southworth finished with a time
of 22:51.
"I am happy with our
performance," Southworth
said. "The weather was a big
factor. It was cold. We hung in
there and gave it our all though,
and I'm proud of the effort."
Junior Steph Smith finished
second for the Warriors and
31st overall. She posted a time
of 24:34 and will be competing
in two weeks at regionals.
Seven runners, including
Southworth and Smith, will be
competing in the competition
in Kearney, Neb. Junior Allie
Glasbrenner finished 33rd
in the race and managed 3rd
place for the Warriors. Madie
Heinrich, Michelle Jeske, Amy

Pawelko and Kelsey Stensland
rounded out the top seven for
the Warriors.
Augustana College (S.D.)
won the competition on
Saturday with an average finish
time of 23 :00, and a total time of
1:54:59. Augustana managed a
fantastic 32 points. Finishing in a
close second was the University
of Minnesota-Duluth, one of
the Warriors' biggest rivals.
UM-Duluth had three of
the race's top four finishers,
including Morgan Place, who
finished first. The Bulldogs
had 56 total team points.
Minnesota State UniversityMankato finished third place
in the competition with 105
points.
The Warriors
men's team,
led by Bryan
Lindquist and
co-captains
Ryan Slack and
Ryan Ledin,
finished ninth
out of 10 teams
competing.
Lindquist,
a freshman from Esko, Minn.,
finished first for the Warriors
and reached 50th place out of
the 99 runners. Ledin, a senior,
finished second on the team
and one behind Lindquist in the
competition at 51st overall.
"Ryan (Ledin) stepped up
huge for us," said teammate
Slack. "It wasn't my best race,
but Ryan did great, he was
big."
Slack was not too far behind
Lindquist or Ledin, finishing
third on the team and 62nd
overall.
"We did pretty well. It was a
decent finish to a good (regular)
season," stated Slack, who is a
junior this year.
The Warriors finished with

See RUNNERS, pg. 18

Spring runs for 204 yards as
Warriors hang 50 on UM-C
By Adam Stanek
Winonan

Photo by Rory O'DriscoWVVinonan

Winona State junior Kerry Daly attempts a spike in the Warriors
3-1 loss Friday against Minnesota-Duluth at McCown Gymnasium.
The Warriors split a weekend series in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference.

Warriors snap skid
against UM-Crookston
By Johnny Podominick
Winonan
The Winona State University
volleyball team was looking to
get a weekend sweep of a pair
of Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference foes, but instead
had to settle for a split, losing
to Minnesota State UniversityMoorhead on Friday night
and defeating University of
Minnesota-Crookston on
Saturday. The win against UMCrookston ended a five game
losing skid for the Warriors.
Friday night, after two
weekends on the road against
four ranked opponents, Winona
State looked ready to pounce,
defeating MSU-Mankato in the
first set 25-21. The Dragons
would regroup, winning the
next three sets 25-18, 25-22,
25-16, pushing Winona State's

losing streak to five games.
Winona State jumped out to
a 15-5 lead in the first set and
carried that energy over to the
second set, with a 4-1 early
lead, but could not sustain their
energy level and succumbed
to the Dragons. The third and
fourth sets saw the Warriors
trying to battle from behind,
attempts that were unsuccessful
both tries.
Four MSU-Mankato players
recorded double digit kills, as
opposed to just one for Winona
State. Jessi Peterson was a
bright spot in an otherwise
frustrating night for the
Warriors, recording a gamehigh 17 kills.
With a five-game losing
streak, their second such streak

See VOLLEY, pg. 19

The Winona State University
football team got back to their
winning ways this past Saturday
as they won a much-needed road
game at Minnesota-Crookston.
The Warriors improved to
5-4 overall and 5-3 in Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
play with a 50-26 win over the
Golden Eagles.
Winona State rushed for
a season-high 366 yards in
their most proficient offensive
performance of the season.
"It's a tough environment
up there, it was real windy
and cold," said Winona State
offensive line coach Jason Eck.
The Warriors gained more
yards on the ground last week
than they did in the entire game
at Wayne State, where they
only put up 18 points on 292
total yards.
"We felt good about our run
plan going in," Eck said. "It is
more fun for them (offensive
line) to run block than for them
to pass block."
Winona State took the
opening drive 58 yards on nine
plays.
--Senior--mmin-g–bac
Spring set the tone by capping
off the drive with a six-yard
touchdown scamper to put the
Warriors up 7-0.
"In any game, it's important
to score on that first drive,"
Spring said. "We would like to
do that every game."
With 2:01 left in the first
quarter, the little man Cornelius
King, who is all but 5-foot-5
and 145 pounds, delivered on
a 7-yard touchdown run to cut
Winona State's lead to one.
The Warriors held onto the
lead after a missed extra point.
The Winona State defense
came up with the big play to
spark the Winona State offense
in the second quarter.
With fourth-and-1 on the
Crookston 30-yard line, the
Golden Eagles decided to take

a big risk and go for it.
The decision would later
haunt Crookston as Winona
State's Chauncey Charlson
came up with a stop for no
gain.
Four plays later, senior
running back Andrew
Verbancouer found the end
zone to give Winona State a
13-6 lead.
Sophomore quarterback Amir
Ross delivered a 29-yard pass
to Carey Rottman and followed
it up with a 14-yard touchdown

high note.
Crookston put together an 11play, 73-yard drive to answer
the Warrior touchdown.
Quarterback Tim Ennis found
tight end Terrance Hopkins for
a 10-yard touchdown, cutting
the Winona State lead to 27-13
going in at halftime.
The Warriors offensive
barrage seemed to come to a halt
in the third quarter. The only
score Winona State managed
to get on the board was a 22yard field goal by Ryan Abbott
making the score 30-13.
Crookston made the game a
Up Next...
little more interesting on their
next possession.
Winona State (5-4, 5-3)
Ennis delivered on a 75-yard
touchdown catch-and-run to
wide receiver Jordan Lecher to
make it a 30-19 football game
stana
going into the fourth quarter.
This is when Winona State
pass to tight end Todd Burkoth decided to put this game away
on the Warriors' next drive, for good.
putting the Warriors up 20-6.
After the big play, the Warriors
The Warriors defense put the offense went on a seven-play,
offense in great position again 57-yard drive, finished off with
as freshman defensive back a 9-yard touchdown scamper by
Eric Swan picked off a pass at Spring, his second of the day.
the Crookston 23-yard line. With Winona State leading
Five plays later, the Warriors 37-19, the defense again came
answered
with
another up with a big play as linebacker
t
A
9 0. hdown—Brent-Yule-picked-off-an-Ennis
run to go up 27-6 with 4:32 left pass and ran it back to the
in the second quarter.
Crookston 7-yard line.
However, the Golden Eagles
would go into halftime on a
See FOOTBALL, pg. 19
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Club Scene: Bowling Warriors SOCCER
By Johnny Podominick
Winonan
Winona State University
senior Tom Fink's parents
started bringing him bowling
when he was 5-years-old
as a family activity on the
weekends. Little did they
know, 16 years later, he would
turn bowling into more than a
hobby and become a member
of the Winona State bowling
team (yes, we do have one).
Most people look at bowling
as a leisure activity, but for
Fink and his teammates, it's a
lot more.
"We take it pretty seriously,"
Fink said. "We're all pretty
competitive and we work pretty
hard, which I think surprises a
lot of people."
Fink learned about the team
his sophomore year through
a friend and decided to show
up to a practice. He started
qualifying for tournaments and
is now the captain of the team.
The team is split up into

RUNNERS
262 points and had an
average finish time of 28:47,
which isn't bad considering the
windy conditions in Aberdeen.
Slack went on to say, "It was
extremely windy on Saturday,
which made things pretty
challenging on all of us. It was
very cold."
The total finish time for the
Warriors was 2:23:51. The
wind did not seem to affect
Winona State rival Minnesota
State-Mankato as much as it did
the Warriors. Mankato finished
with an astonishing 22 points
and had the race's top performer,
James Krasja. Krasja finished
the competition in 25:29, and
teammate Denise Mokaya
was only three seconds behind
in second place. Augustana
College (S.D.) finished second
with a total of 74 points, and
third place went to Wayne State
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competitive bowlers who travel
to meets and bowlers who play
for fun. The men's competitive
team has nine players and the
women's team has six.
Fink is a member of the
competitive team, which
practices at Winona Bowl a few
hours every Wednesday night.
Some of the bowlers practice
more on their own time.
The team receives funding
from the Student Senate, which
covers tournament fees, hotels
and meals at away tournaments.
The bowlers have to drive their
own cars to tournaments and
pay for practice (Winona Bowl
gives the team a discount).
The bowling club is student
led, so members turn to the
captains rather than coaches for
leadership. One or two captains
are designated at the beginning
of the season and take on the
role of player-coach.
Despite
the
leisurely
reputation of bowling, the team
works hard. The competitive
team competes in the Wisconsin

Collegiate Bowling Conference
(WCBC), which is made up
of 10 men's teams and eight
women's teams from Minnesota
and Wisconsin.
The team has already had
a tournament in Milwaukee
and starts a string of three
consecutive weekend
tournaments Oct. 30. The
season runs from early October
until March.
Contact Johnny at
JPodominick06@winona.edu

and No. 17-ranked Minn. StateMankato traveled Sunday to
Winona. This season was the
first this decade NSIC coaches
did not tab the Warriors the top
team in the conference in the
preseason poll.
Warriors seniors Amelia
Kasten and Heidi Woerle
produced the goals, freshman
goalkeeper Anna Belpedio
preserved the lead, and the
Warriors held on for a 2-1
NSIC-clinching, snub-slapping
victory against the Mavericks.
"These are the games you

N.

Continued from page 16
look forward to," Warriors
coach Ali Omar said. "These
are the games you want to be
on the sidelines for."
The game ended on a testy
yellow card, Woerle finished
with a bloodied shin guard,
and snow and wind whipped
through Maxwell Field like
never before this season. And a
Warriors run like never before
in history was defined at 15 and
counting.
Contact Chandler at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu
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Continued from page 16
College (Neb.), posting 108
points.
This is not the end of the
season for the Warriors. They
will be joining the women's
team on Nov. 8 for regional
competition in Kearney, Neb.
The :op seven finishers in
Saturday's event from the
Warriors will be competing
at regionals. In addition to
Lindquist, Ledin and Slack,
sophomores Ryan Burch, Brent
Vyvyan and Ben Tharaldson, as
well as freshman Ryan Nelson
will be running in Kearney.
Regionals will be a challenge
for this young group, but with
a little bit of luck, the Warriors
may end up doing well in this
big competition.
Contact Danny at
DFearing07@winona.edu
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Too Much Information: Four quick questions with four WSU athletes
Athlete from another
sport who'd be good at
your sport:

Player, team:

Gameday
superstition:

Best Halloween costume:

Kaitlyn Jensen,
track and field

None.

The winner.

L. Derby

Kelsey Penebaker
(volleyball)

Jenny Steffen,
women's basketball

Sleep until warmups!

Usually the non-promiscuous ones and
probabl y not clowns!

Heidi Woerle (First Female President), Travis Whipple (Vice President) would probably win, but Ryan Gargaro and Jeremy Johnson
would come in close second!

Kelsey Penebaker
Pe
could
probably dunk it, but she
would have to lose the
spandex!

Bonnie Bjorke,
women's basketball

Listening to Paula Abdul in
the training room.

Haven't thought of one yet...

Jenny Steffen `08!!!

Good question!

Its been so long...

Wear blue scrubs and put cotton on them,
then carry around a spray bottle. Partly
cloudy with a chance of rain.

Mike Leaf for President.

Amir Ross (football) is good
at basketball. He played with
us all summer. Kid's got
game.

Ryan Gargaro,
men's basketball

would make a good presidential candidate:

Continued from page 17
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of the season, the Warriors
Two plays later, Ross found
needed a team like UM- wide out Tyrre Burks for a
Crookston to get back on track. 7-yard touchdown pass to make
UM-Crookston came into the it 43-19.
game as the 11th-place team
The Golden Eagles would at
in the conference, and was no least try and make this game
match for a Winona State team respectable after Swan fumbled
in desperate need of a win.
a punt and gave the ball to
The Warriors swept the Crookston on the 34-yard line.
Eagles in three sets, 25-17, 25Four plays later, King came
18, 25-19. Jessi Peterson carried up with his second touchdown,
over her strong play from the this time a 19-yard strike from
previous night, recording 12 Ennis to make it a 43-26 game.
kills. Jenna Padley added 10
Verbancouer came up with
kills and Shannon McGowan the biggest play of the day
and Rudi Balich each added from the Warriors offense on
double digit kills, with 14 and the first play of their next drive,
10 respectively. Katie Matel going on a 59-yard touchdown
and Katy Flynn shared setting run that sealed the deal for the
duties, recording 20 and 12 set Warriors.
attempts respectively.
For the first time this season,
The Warriors improved Winona State had two 100-yard
to 6-8 in the NSIC and 8-15 rushers.
overall. They currently stand
Spring carried the ball 24
in 8th place in the conference, times for 204 yards and two
within striking distance of touchdowns on the day.
seventh place MSU-Mankato
"I didn't even think about the
(7-6 NSIC, 13-12 overall).
yards," Spring said. "It didn't
Up next for the Warriors is a seem like I had that many. I was
home match Halloween night just happy having my number
against Upper Iowa University. called over everything else."
Winona State has six games left
In the process, Spring was
in the regular season.
tabbed as the NSIC Offensive
Player-of-the-Week.
Verbancouer added 109 yards
and three touchdowns on 14
carries.
Although the passing game
Contact Johnny at
wasn't dynamic, Ross lead the
JPodominick@winona.edu

way throwing 8 of 17 for 84
yards and two touchdowns.
Burkoth led the Warriors with
two catches for 26 yards and a
touchdown, and Burks finished
with two catches for 18 yards
and a touchdown.
The Warriors will host

Augustana (S.D.) on Saturday
for their final home game.
"They have a lot of guys who
have been around," Eck said.
"They have pretty consistently
good defense. I think they will
challenge us."
"We know that the playoff

picture is pretty dismal," said
Spring. "This senior class
hasn't lost a game at home in
our entire career and we'd like
to keep it that way."
Contact Adam at
AJStanek7497@winona.edu
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CROSS COUNTRY
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Regionals Cow the, horizo
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